
Discovery Education streaming Plus
Extraordinary Resources
Discovery Education streaming Plus is the most comprehensive digital video-on-demand 
and online teaching resource available today. Educators get access to a rich collection of 
more than 71,000 video segments and 9,000 full-length educational videos—all designed for 
easy integration into the curriculum and correlated to state standards.

23,000 encyclopedia articles

2,000 pre-made quizzes

Six core subjects

New titles added each year20,000 high-quality digital images

Hundreds of math interactives

Tools for Today
Discovery Education streaming Plus takes teaching to the 
next level by providing educators with the vibrant, compelling 
digital media they need to connect with today’s students 
and enhance classroom learning.

Multimedia content is critical to today’s curriculum. That’s 
why K–12 educators at more than half of all U.S. schools 
bring their instruction to life with high-quality online digital 
media from Discovery Education streaming Plus. 

Support for Success
The Discovery Educator Network, comprised of 
local educators passionate about multimedia in the  
classroom, supports a community of teachers eager to 
use Discovery Education streaming Plus to the benefit  
of students.

™

3,000 audio files    

200 lesson plans 

9,000 full-length videos chaptered 
into 71,000 segments

Discovery Education        DiscoveryEducation.com        800-323-9084

Subscription Price per Building:
K-8 $2,615

9-12 $3,095

More information available at DiscoveryEducation.com
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DiscoveryEducation.com        800-323-9084

Take Learning to the Next Level with  
Discovery Education streaming Plus
Redefine the Meaning of Classroom
Simplify your day and manage your classes with administrative 
tools that allow educators to assign Quizzes, Writing Prompts 
and Assignments to individual students or groups.

Students may access assignments from anywhere, anytime using 
their own unique student login.

Strengthen Mathematics and Language Arts Skills with Interactives 
Educational Games
Reinforce essential Language Arts and Mathematics concepts through some of the over 100 games like Supernova Sentence 
Puzzles and Leon’s Math Dojo.

Skill Builders
Capture students’ attention and develop their problem solving skills. 100 Skill 
Builders spanning core subject areas get students engaged through hands-on 
experience.

Math Overviews
Create pre-lesson or remediation activities with Math Overviews. Math Overviews 
provide easy-to-understand instructional support for students in grades 3-12.

Math Explanations
Access thousands of math 
explanations that offer detailed, 
self paced tutoring on topics 
directly tied to Math Overviews.


